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   The background to margin squeeze cases 
   A vertically-integrated, dominant firm controls an upstream 

asset that is necessary to compete downstream 
   There is a margin squeeze when the upstream price would 

not allow an as-efficient downstream competitor to compete, 
given the dominant firm’s downstream prices 

   Is EDF’s electricity an indispensible upstream asset? 
   Other upstream suppliers + “anonymous” power exchange 
   But (almost) only EDF’s nuclear generation park can allow a 

firm to compete against EDF’s downstream prices 

   Which approach? 
   Price-cost test enshrined in the case law 
   Alternative tests, involving “victims’” willingness to pay? 

A conflict between two approaches to margin squeeze 
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   Little quantity flexibility 
   No hourly flexibility 
   Some month-to-month flexibility till 2012, but limited (increasing 

quantities, at odds with seasonality of consumption) 
   Some seasonal flexibility (decided ex-ante) from 2013 to 2022 
   Quantities decided in advance till 2022 
   Opt-out clause in 2012 

   Implication: some electricity will have to be sold on 
the wholesale market 
   Hourly and seasonal fluctuations of consumption  
   Uncertainty as to the buyer’s commercial development 

Brief summary of the contract offered by EDF 
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   “Basis” price meant to solve to margin squeeze 

   + complementary price 
   “Destination clause” deterring wholesale resale 

   Meant to stick to the goal of promoting downstream competition 

   Any profit from wholesale resale paid back to EDF, whenever spot 
price exceeds basis contract price (“complementary price”) 

   Any loss from wholesale resale not compensated by EDF 
(whenever spot prices are below the contract’s main price) 

   Price P0 paid as a result of the auction 

Pricing 
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   The costs implied by the destination clause 
   Demand is not constant 
   In general, spot prices are low precisely when demand is low 
   This implies a cost even for a purchaser perfectly forecasting its 

commercial success: 0.1€ to 1.9€/MWh 
   This cost is evaluated in the case of a contract with EDF for a 

volume corresponding to the purchaser’s customer base 

   Far worse if the purchaser was over-optimistic 
   A purchaser which overestimated its sales must resell most of the 

contracted volume 
   Cost is proportional to contracted volume, not sales 
   For a purchaser which contracted twice as much as it should have, 

additional cost is more than 7€ per MWh sold downstream 

Accounting for the complementary price 
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   The FCA’s view 
   The additional cost is a consequence of “intrinsic uncertainty”, 

weighing on EDF as well as on competitors 
   No reason for EDF to bear it 
   Therefore, the complementary price should not be taken into account 

in the squeeze test 

   The flaws in the FCA’s reasoning 
   Fairness argument as opposed to standard cost calculation: why? 
   Hourly and seasonal fluctuations are for the most part deterministic 
   Because of the complementary price, purchasers will be cautious and 

contract only for volumes they are almost sure to sell downstream 
   This dampens their incentives to compete vigorously downstream 
   Very different from a system whereby volumes can be adjusted yearly 

as a function of downstream sales evolution 

Accounting for the complementary price 
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   The FCA’s claim 
   P0=price of the option to access second part of contract (post-2013) 
   Thus, it should not be taken into account 

   The flaws in the FCA’s reasoning 
   P0 is the price paid for accessing the entire contract 
   The first part has strictly positive value 

   Purchasers were ready to lose money so as to gain a foothold 
   Purchasing below market wholesale price thus has a positive value 

   Possible justification for not taking P0 into account? 
   The auction guarantees that there will be downstream competition 
   If downstream competitors accept temporary losses, why bother? 
   Answer: consistency with case law on margin squeeze 
   Is there no abuse when the volume of transactions at “squeezing” 

wholesale prices is positive? 

Accounting for the auction result (price “P0”) 
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   Why not a simpler mechanism? 
   Mandated wholesale price 
   Volumes based on, say, last year’s retail sales 
   Symmetric complementary price 

   Tension between price regulation and competition law 

   Root of the problem: inefficient retail price regulation  
   Regulated retail prices are based on EDF’s low average costs 
   Unregulated retail prices are bound to follow 
   Unregulated wholesale prices are based on marginal costs… 
   … as retail prices would be as well, in an efficient world 

Final remarks 


